
Aberlady Primary School Parent Council   
 

 

Minutes 

Wednesday 15 June 2022 

 

Present 

Pam Currie (PC) (Head Teacher) Kate Linsley Hood (KLH) 
Lisa Craig (LC) (Principal Teacher) Hilary Mathews (HM) 
Anna Holland (AH) (Chair) Lauren Berry (LB) 
Tina Strong (TS) (Vice chair) Karen Polwart (KP) 
Nikki Black (NB) (Secretary) Claire Mack (CM) 
Sam Fawcett (SF) (Treasurer)  Fraser Robertson (FR) 
Jo Ratcliffe (JR) (Fundraising)  Lauren Tough (LT) 
Lesley Kennedy (LK) Kerry Hardie (KH) 
Cara Strachan (CS) Leanne Gillies (LG) 
Lyndsay Wilkie (LW)  Kathryn MacGregor (KMac) 
Kirsty Odds (KO) Lisa Thomson (LTh) 
Naomi Sweeney (NS) Carol McFarlane (CM) (EL councillor) 
  
 
 
Apologies 
 
Jeremy Findlay, Helen Bradley, Kathy Allan, Louise Potter         
 
Meeting Minutes Approved by:  Anna Holland (APC Chair) 
 
 

Item  Action 

1.0 Welcome and Apologies AH 

 AH welcomed everyone to the meeting and apologies were 
noted.                

 

2.0 Minutes of the Previous Meeting AH 

 
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved. 

 

3.0 Matters Arising AH 

3.1 Road Safety 

LG still to look at the updated travel plan, both LC and Chris 
Milne from ELC have been working on this. LG and LC going to 
leave now until next tern so the new JRSOs can get involved. 

LG 

3.2 School Wish List PC 
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Following on from PC meeting with LTh to consider LTh’s 
suggestions, ideas to create both indoor and outdoor ASN safe 
spaces have been considered by staff. PC requested £1500 to 
fund an outdoor pod and to enhance the existing library so it can 
also be used as an indoor nurture space. This was agreed. 

PC / LC advised that the school’s Chromepads are also not 
suitable for the purpose of animation and film projects, and that 
school would like to look at the purchase of new equipment for 
this (possibly a video camera). PC / LT to look at costs and 
revert. 

Purchase of high school ties for P7 leavers was approved with 
costs to be confirmed by school.  

3.2 Charitable Status 

LG has now applied for charitable status.  We are waiting to 
hear back from OSCR with confirmation that this application has 
been accepted. We have asked for an accounting reference 
date of 1st July 2023 (to tie in to our existing accounting period).  

 

LG 

3.3 Nursery Funding 

The Nursery is now at capacity.  Places have been offered to 
children due to start in August. Some families in the village, 
including some with children at the school, have not been given 
places at Aberlady nursery for their 3 year olds. 

 

LT understands that most other local nurseries are also at 
capacity and, due to late notice of confirmation of places, finding 
alternative childcare is an issue (in theory this could mean local 
children having to travel anywhere in East Lothian for an ELC 
nursery place). This has a huge impact socially, financially and 
environmentally, and should be raised as a community issue. LT 
has taken this to the community council. It was noted that being 
a semi-rural community, the cost of public transport is high for 
families who rely on public transport. 

 

NS – Would extra outdoor space be a way around this issue? 
Could all the chairs of Parent Councils raise this? AH happy as 
other chairs if they are aware of the same issues in their 
nurseries. 

CM to raise the issue with the Head of Education and report 
back. 

It was noted that if an additional staff member was provided 8 
more spaces could be provided (i.e. there is physical capacity 
for this).  Feedback from East Lothian Council to date has been 
that there are no current plans to physically expand the nursery.  
NS advised that her understanding was that by increasing and 
enhancing the outdoor space, nursery capacity could be 
increased by up to 20%. 

LT 
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4.0 Head Teacher’s Report PC 

 
 

PC confirmed that 3 new teachers would join the school next 
year: 

Miss Higgins has accepted a permanent role. 

We have secured an NQT 

Mrs Torrance will join us.   

Miss Kinnear has tendered her resignation and the support for 
learning post will be advertised in August. 

 

PC stated how lovely it has been having parents back in school 
and the reintroduction of school trips. 

Reports are due out next week, these will be Attainment Reports 
with a personal comment, 

PC been looking into the costs of a P7 camp, these have 
rocketed to £500 per child, PC and LC looking at options to 
minimise costs. 

 

5.0 School Extension update PC 

 There have been meetings around the project. Due to disputes 
between the council and their external advisors the start day has 
been delayed to January 2023 at the earliest. 
 
The nursery, which will be open throughout the build. There 
have been conversations around a possible temporary unit for 
nursery with outdoor space, and discussions are ongoing about 
other solutions. 
 
NS asked if the Architect has reviewed the nursery expansion? 
NS nervous about the lack of daylight afforded to the nursery 
and feels is fails all on counts of best practice. 
 
PC has had a conversation with the architect, quality 
improvement officer and the 1140 team regarding this and the 
conversations are ongoing. PC going to keep the dialogue going 
on this. Space could be increased if the outdoor space was 
adequate. PC & NS going to explore this further with the council. 
 
CS asked are provisions being put in place for filters etc to 
combat the issue of dust when the build is ongoing and windows 
can’t be opened. AH advised that when she raised with the 
architect last term, no additional mitigation measures had been 
proposed in light of the Covid arrangements, but that due to the 
project involving mainly offsite fabrication and the planned use of 
electric tools, dust might be less than expected.  We can ask 
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again when we have a clear understanding of the start date and 
the Covid situation then. 
 
Question was asked about the temporary classroom, PC 
advised it is still going ahead and the decision on which year 
group it would be best suited for is still to be confirmed. 
 

6.0 Parent Forum Queries NB/PC 

 
There were concerns regarding the number of sweet treats 
offered as rewards, could other incentives be offered? 

PC agreed, in one or two classrooms sweet treats are offered 
alongside other rewards and the children often choose the sweet 
option, sweet treats can be removed and other options offered. 

 

A parent would like an update on when the Zones of Regulation 
programme would be rolled out across all classes? 

LC advised that the plan was to run staff training on Zones of 
Regulation during an August 2022 in-service day. 

 
 

7.0 Treasurers update  SF 

 SF advised that the current bank balance is sitting at £5400, with 
sports day still to come. 
 

 

8.0 Fundraising Activities JR 

 
The 80s night took in approx. £2400 

Sports day is coming up, we will need baking and help to run the 
catering stall. 

Autumn Fair is the next big fundraiser, JR is looking for 
someone to take on leads for the stalls, and especially the raffle. 

Easy Fundraising has raised £144 in the last quarter.  TS 
thought that maybe some online demo might help encourage 
people on how to best make use of this., it was agreed that this 
would be helpful. 

 

9.0 School Improvement Plan PC 

 (See attached) 

Evaluations Questions asked, and a discussion was had around 
each: 

Wellbeing 

1) The whole learning community has a shared 
understanding of wellbeing and children’s rights? 
 
Feedback from Parent Council: 
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- Children do know their rights but do they understand 

these in a wider context e.g. understand that maybe all 
children don't have access to these basic rights? It was 
suggested that maybe the children could engage with the 
twinning opportunities with developing world countries / 
facilities (e.g. around clean water). 

- It was suggested that maybe all parents don’t know 
about “Children’s Rights” and it could maybe shared 
again with parents? 

- What is the benefit of shared understanding and how 
does this translate into the childrens’ everyday world? 
PC tasked with this as it is required to be embedded in 
the school policy. 

- Could this be made a community wide project, maybe a 
fair so that the children could educate their community? 

 

2) Are staff and partners sensitive and responsive to the 
wellbeing of each individual child and colleague? 
 
Feedback from Parent Council: 
 

- being able to welcome partners back into the school 
would help with this. 

- staff are responsive but what is the best way to 
communicate with the child’s teacher if for example the 
child was having an off day or an incident has happened 
just prior to entering school? 

- the language used by staff in terms of wellbeing is 
positive. 

- it is lovely the way that each child is welcomed into the 
school. 

- Staff are very sensitive to the children’s wellbeing and 
pick up signals quickly and step in. 

- All very positive and likes that children are rewarded for 
looking after the wellbeing in each other. 

- It is a testament to how well subjects are covered in that 
children can articulate at home what they are learning in 
school. 

 

Curriculum 

1) Does the development of digital skills enable our pupils 
to be creative and use technologies to meet personal or 
social need? 

2) What should be our focus in learning? 
3) What are our areas of strength and weakness in writing 

development? 

 

Feedback from Parent Council: 
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- child loving digital work, good focus on soft skills, 

creative thinking, problem solving, maybe more 
advanced digital skills. 

- writing great in terms of planning and creating, maybe 
more touch-typing practice, PC going to look at this 

- during online learning there were writing sessions with an 
author that were popular. 

- Can we look at writing for a purpose?. 
- increased technology to assist with a blank sheet which 

many children find daunting.  
- more storytelling by the teacher, maybe series of books 

or audio books. 
- the Night Zoo Keeper, an online package that created 

animals and then you can write about them, was 
suggested. 

- Electronic mind mapping was suggested 
- Could there be a typing club for touch typing? 
- is there a disconnect between weekly spelling and how 

this connects to building vocabulary? PC & LC to give 
feedback to parents on this – the way in which spelling 
words are leaned and built on through the week is 
actually very considered, but this may not always be 
shared with families.  

- it was suggested that once a child is allocated a spelling 
group it seems very difficult to move from this group. 

 

Q: What else could be included in the Learning Plan? 

LT – Mental Health Awareness 

LG – Outdoor Learning Provision 

 

10.0 ELAPCM update AH 

 
The last ELAPCM meeting had been held in May.  Lynne Binnie 
(Education Manager, Inclusion & Wellbeing) had advised that 
she would be looking to pull together a working party of parents 
to consider what could be offered for families (eg a parents’ 
charter) around the existing wellbeing and inclusion policies, 
which were written for staff to use.  More to follow on this next 
term. 

There was a presentation from Young Scot, and a reminder for 
older children with Young Scot cards to check the discounts 
which these offer (which are good and cover lots of shops, 
cinema tickets etc). 

 

11.0 NBCAP & Community Groups update 

 

KH 

 Meeting is next Tuesday and KH will feed back.  
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12.0 Discussion around format of APC Meetings for 22/23 (online 
vs in person) 

AH 

 School lets should restart in August, but only until 8.30pm so in 
person meetings would need to start half an hour earlier (i.e. 
6.30).  

 

There was a unanimous vote for a combination of both in person 
and online meetings for next term. It was agreed that our next 
meeting, which is the AGM (which follows on from the 
Curriculum Evening), would be in person, as would our first 
meeting of the year in late September.  The November meeting 
will be online and we will reassess the online v in person 
situation after that.  We can keep this under review and be 
responsive to circumstances. 

 

 

13.0 Review of Roles for 22/23 – process for asking for Class 
Reps, NBCAP Rep and Clerk. 

PC 

 Class Reps: in the past the request has been put out through the 
What’sApp  / class groups for volunteers to be class reps,  Some 
parents had raised that this did not give everyone a fair chance 
to volunteer, e.g. if others had already offered before they 
checked their messages.  

 

It was proposed that for 2022/23 we would put out a request for 
class reps to all parents via an email from school on a Monday, 
and ask those interested put themselves forward by emailing 
APC before the Friday of that week.  We will keep the process 
informal and may still need to ask for discussion at class group 
level where we don’t get volunteers (or get too many!).  There 
are also lots of other ways to be a parent council member 
without taking on a class rep role. 

 

NB is looking to stand down as Clerk, so we are looking for 
someone to take on for next year.  It can be a paid role, approx. 
£48 per meeting (but in this situation doesn’t carry voting rights) 
or an unpaid role with voting rights. Please contact NB if you 
would like more information. 

 

We are also looking for someone to take on the NBCAP rep role, 
please see information below and contact KH if you would like 
more information. 

 

NBCAP - North Berwick Coastal Area Partnership 
 
Overview of the partnership: 
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• The Partnership's vision statement is 'to work with our 
community to make life better for everyone who lives, 
gets around, works and visits the North Berwick Coastal 
Area'. The ethos behind the partnership is to 'reduce 
inequalities both within and between our communities'. 

• The committee typically meets on a quarterly basis and 
is comprised of representatives from various community 
groups from across the North Berwick ward. East Lothian 
Council is represented, and in addition there are reps 
from these groups: 

o Community Councils (NB, Gullane & Dunpender) 
o Tenants & Residents Associations 
o Parent councils 
o Community Groups e.g., Aberlady Community 

Association, NB Area Children & Youth Network, 
On The Move Group 

 

• The Area Partnership is awarded a budget from the EL 
Council every year and the groups that are represented 
at the committee can make applications for funding from 
this budget for initiatives their groups want to drive 
forward. The role of the Area Partnership is to ensure the 
funds are allocated fairly and in line with their stated 
vision and ethos. 

 

• The budget that is allocated is divided into 4 different 
'pots': 

o Amenities - e.g. labour costs for maintenance or 
improvements in parks, rural paths, children's 
play areas etc.  

o Roads Capital - e.g. traffic & safety schemes, 
street lighting, signage and/or drainage 
improvements etc. 

o General Service - a bit of a general pot for non-
recurring general services. E.g. Dirleton Good 
Neighbours organisation received funding for 
gazebos which they will use to host some of their 
community events.  

o Educational Attainment - to help reduce 
inequalities within schools and the wider learning 
community.  

 

• The standard items on the agenda include: 
o Updates from the Community Groups on what's 

been happening in their areas. For example the 
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chair of Aberlady Community Association will 
provide an update on what's going on in the 
village. 

o Review of funding applications submitted. These 
are presented by a rep from the group making the 
application and then the other reps vote to 
determine whether the application is supported or 
not.  

 

• Area Partnership keeps us updated on other community 
initiatives as and when they happen. For example, during 
the lockdown they provided details of a budget 
specifically allocated to Covid 19 support.  

 

• As a Parent Council, if there are initiatives that we think 
we could make applications for funding for, we can do 
this provided they are in line with the vision and values of 
the Area Partnership. We can also link in with the 
Aberlady Community Association to ensure we are joined 
up on this.  

 

 

17. Correspondence, AOB & Date of Next Meeting NB 

 AH extended thanks to both LK and HB, whose P7s are now 
moving on to high school. for all their work for APC over the 
years. 

 

AH thanked staff for all of their hard work this year. 

 

Date of next meeting: TBC – this will be the AGM after the 
school’s Curriculum Evening in early September. 

 

 
Nikki Black 
Aberlady Primary School Parent Council Secretary 


